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Surface analysis  

Figure 1 displays the same region of normal bovine dental enamel magnified 300× and 

10000×. The topography of the enamel is uniform, with the absence of eroded areas as well as the 

presence of tiny cracks, due to the method employed. The larger magnification illustrates the 

natural surface arrangement. 

 

Figure S1. micrograph of normal bovine dental enamel magnified 300× and 10000×. * exact local 

of magnification. 



 

Figure S2. The microhardness calibration can be visualized as an indentation of ~1N. This 

microscopic image was captured in a microhardness program (40×). # indentation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3. The microhardness indentation of normal bovine dental enamel. These microscopic 

images were captured in a microhardness program (A) 40×, (B) 20×. # indentation 

 

Figure S4. The microhardness indentation of caries lesion bovine dental enamel. These 

microscopic images were captured in a microhardness program (A) 40×, (B) 20×. # indentation 
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Figure S5. The microhardness indentation of caries lesion bovine dental enamel treated with 

Colgate 12. This microscopic image was captured in a microhardness program (20×). # 

indentation 

 

Figure S6. The microhardness indentation of caries lesion bovine dental enamel treated with non-

fluoride dentifrice This microscopic image was captured in a microhardness program (40×). # 

indentation 
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Figure S7. The microhardness indentation of caries lesion bovine dental enamel treated with 

Neutraçucar This microscopic image was captured in a microhardness program (40×). # 

indentation 
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